Cerium oxide (Ceria)-based material at nano scale has been gaining significant attention due to its numerous technological applications. Ceria in both doped and undoped forms are being explored as oxygen sensor, catalysis, protective coating against UV and corrosion, solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrolyte and newly discovered antioxidant in biology. Additionally, rare earth elements or their oxides improve corrosion and oxidation resistance of the alumina- and chromia- forming alloy due to the reactive element effect. Thus, there is an imminent need of a technology which can provide a cost effective, large scale nano-manufacturing of nano ceria consolidation e.g. thermal spray.

This dissertation targets the scientific understanding and development of pure and doped ceria- based coating for a variety of technological applications, from SOFC to corrosion resistant coating. Atmospheric plasma spray (APS) and solution precursor plasma spray (SPPS) techniques for the fabrication of nano ceria coating were investigated. A spray drying technique was used for the agglomeration of nano particles to achieve high density nano-structure coating in plasma spray. The physical properties of the agglomerates and large number of interrelated process variables makes ceria deposition complex. Thus, deposition efficiencies of the coatings and porosities level as a function of processing parameters were analyzed and optimized using statistical design of experiments. The coating deposition efficiency was found to be greatly dependent on the plasma temperature and vaporization pressure of the ceria particles. However, low standoff distance and high carrier gas flow rate were responsible for the improved density upto 86 ±3%. An alternative novel SPPS technique was studied for thin cerium oxide deposition from various cerium salt precursors in doped and undoped conditions. The SPPS process allows a controlled chemistry of coating at molecular level for tailored applications. The deposition mechanism by single scan experiments and effect of various factors on coating microstructure evolution were understood in term of splats formation. It was found that the precursor salt (nitrate of cerium) with lower thermal decomposition temperatures was suitable for high density coating and validated by thermodynamic calculations. The high concentration and low spray distance significantly improve the splat morphology and reduce porosity (upto 20%).

The feasibility of the trivalent cations (Sm 3+ and Gd 3+) doping into cerium oxide lattice and non-stoichiometry in high temperature plasma was experimentally studied and proved by XRD and XPS analysis. Due to facial switching between Ce4+ and Ce3+ oxidation state, the cerium oxide surface becomes catalytically active. Thus, the air plasma sprayed ceria coated 17-4PH steel was investigated for their applicability under extreme (high pressure (10Kpsi) and temperature (300 oF)) corrosive environment. The coated steel showed continuous improvement in corrosion resistance at 3.5wt% NaCl at ambient temperature for 3 months study whereas, high pressure did not reveal significant role. The ceria coated steel also revealed the improvement in corrosion protection (by 4 times) compared to bare steel at low pH, 300F and 4000Psi environment. Nevertheless, the extensive TEM, SEM, XRD, TG-DTA and impedance spectroscopy were conducted to evaluate the precursors, coating microstructure and corrosion.
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